The Art
of Science
The Walter and Eliza Hall Institute has created
an exhibition of gorgeous images revealing
biological processes such as a mammary gland
during lactation, deadly parasites that
resemble neon flowers, and what happens
when you grow a lung in a laboratory.

EYE OF THE BEHOLDER
The green and magenta “tendrils” above show the network
of blood vessels that are essential for the eye to form. This
network must eventually be removed for the eye to function
normally. The cells making up these blood vessels will
undergo a type of controlled death caused by the green
macrophages suspended among the vessels. These scavenger
cells not only promote the death of the blood vessels, but
also eat the remains. Studying the controlled death and
removal of cellular debris from the eye enables Leigh Coultas
and Stephen Mieruszynski to better understand how blood
vessels live and die, and inform new treatments for disease.

PROTEIN CAVES
Protein caves (above) is a snapshot from a 3D structure of a
protein called DCLK1, which plays a role in promoting
certain cancers. One of these is gastric cancer – the fourth
most common cause of death from cancer worldwide. The
bright multi-coloured “hills” reveal the protein’s uneven
surface, and the dark patches in between are its “caves”.
The caves are an important feature because blocking access
to these areas – which are used as binding sites to other
molecules – could enable the creation of drugs that disable
DCLK1. Researchers at the Hall Institute are working to
design a drug that will fit perfectly into one such cave, and
eventually stop cancer in its tracks. Credit: Isabelle Lucet and Onisha Patel

Credit: Stephen Mieruszynski and Leigh Coultas

PARASITE BOUQUET
Toxoplasma gondii is a common parasite that infects
30–80% of people worldwide. It can be particularly
dangerous during pregnancy and for people with weakened
immune systems. The parasite is tiny, and hundreds can fill a
human cell. As the Toxoplasma parasite grows inside a cell,
it forms beautiful patterns that look like flowers, called
rosettes. In this image, you can see that some of the
rosettes look like daisies or sunflowers, while others look
more like tulips and lilies. Simona Seizova is testing new
techniques to disable Toxoplasma parasites. These images
help her to test how effective the techniques are at killing
the parasite as part of the quest to find new treatments for
the disease. Credit: Simona Seizova
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Credit: Casey Ah-Cann

MILKY WAY
This cluster of intricately decorated
spheres (left) is actually a magnified
snapshot of a mammary gland during
lactation. Breast tissue contains
thousands of these little spheres,
which work in unison to produce milk.
The yellow patterns painted across
their surface are tiny muscles that
contract and release, helping to
squeeze milk out into the mammary
ducts. Look closer and you’ll see
purple flecks nestled in and around
the structures. These are immune cells
on high alert for any threats in order
to help keep the breast tissue healthy.
Seeing the mammary gland in such
exquisite detail gives researchers a
better understanding of how these
structures form and how breast tissue
works together with the immune
system in surprising ways to enable
milk production.
Credit: Julie Sheridan and Edwin Hawkins

ROOTS
This image shows a lung in its very early stages of development. As it
grows, the neon-coloured “roots” will eventually thin and multiply into
the intricate airway structures that form an adult lung. Casey Ah-Cann is
growing this lung in the laboratory to investigate which genes impact
healthy development. She does this by blocking the function of particular
genes and observing how the organ is affected.

A SPECK-TACULAR WAY TO DIE
Armies of cells that make up the body’s immune system help to
protect it from infection. The bright green masses in the image
on the left are immune cells called macrophages, which form
the body’s first line of defence. Macrophages can detect
bacteria and viruses, and warn other cells of potential threats.
In some cases, like in this image, they consume the threat and
self-destruct. The lone blue ring to the right of this image is a
cell nucleus, and is all that remains after a macrophage has
“taken one for the team”. The adjacent red dot is called an
ASC speck, which indicates that the macrophage called for
back-up in its final moments. Understanding how cells protect
the body helps researchers to design better treatments for
patients with disorders of the immune system, such as arthritis.
Credit: Dom De Nardo

BRAINBOW
The higher cortex is responsible for complex brain functions, such as critical thinking and problem-solving. The colours of the
“Brainbow” in this image each represent a different layer of the higher cortex of the brain during development. The primary colours
have been selected specifically to avoid confusion when colours overlap. Where red overlaps with blue, we can clearly see purple. By
colouring and layering brain tissue, Maria Bergamasco can study the impact of disrupting or altering genes at different stages of brain
development. This will help her to discover what goes wrong in cases where the higher cortex doesn’t function as it should.
Understanding what goes awry in early brain development enables better diagnosis and treatment for people with intellectual
disabilities. Credit: Maria Bergamasco
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